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The paper reviews an ab initio two-step procedure to determine thermodynamic properties of itinerant
magnets. In the first step, the selfconsistent electronic structure of a system is calculated using the
tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital method combined with Green function techniques. In the second
step, the parameters of the effective classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian are determined using the mag-
netic force theorem and they are employed in subsequent evaluation of magnon spectra, the spin-wave
stiffness constants and the Curie/N�el temperatures. Applicability of the developed scheme is illustrated
by investigations of selected properties of 3d metals Fe, Co, and Ni, diluted magnetic semiconductors
(Ga,Mn)As, and 4f metals Gd and Eu.

1. Introduction Practical implementation of density-functional formalism led to excellent parameter-
free description of ground-state properties of metallic magnets, including traditional bulk metals and
ordered alloys as well as systems without the perfect three-dimensional periodicity (disordered alloys,
surfaces, thin films). On the other hand, an accurate quantitative treatment of excited states and finite-
temperature properties of these systems remains a challenge for ab initio theory of solids. The com-
plexity of the problem calls for additional assumptions and approximations the validity of which has
to be checked in each particular case. The purpose of this article is to review a recently developed
first-principles scheme of this kind [1–3]. A brief presentation of the formalism and of the underlying
physical ideas is accompanied by examples of applications to various bulk systems including transi-
tion metals, diluted magnetic semiconductors, and rare-earth metals. Applications to thin magnetic
films can be found elsewhere [2, 4].

2. Formalism and numerical implementation The developed approach is based on a few simple
physical assumptions: (i) the appropriate magnetic degrees of freedom of an itinerant magnetic system
can be identified with atomic-like local magnetic moments created by correlated motion of electrons
in the solid, (ii) these local moments can be treated as classical variables, and (iii) the corresponding
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energetics and dynamics can be described by an effective Heisenberg Hamiltonian (EHH)

Heff ¼ �
P
RR0

JRR0 eR � eR0 : ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), the subscript R labels the lattice sites, the vectors eR are unit vectors pointing in the
direction of the individual local moments, and the constants JRR0 are parameters of the EHH which
satisfy JRR0 ¼ JR0R and JRR ¼ 0. The relevance of the local moments in an itinerant magnet can be
justified by an adiabatic approximation [5], while the particular form of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (1),
follows from a neglect of longitudinal fluctuations of the local magnetization as well as from results
obtained for local moments at two impurity atoms in a non-magnetic host metal (for large impurity–
impurity separations) [6] and for small deviations of the moment directions from a ferromagnetic
ground state [7].

The zero-temperature spin dynamics of the EHH, Eq. (1), is well known. For ferromagnetic crystals
with one atom in the primitive cell, the energy EðqÞ of a magnon is related to the lattice Fourier
transform JðqÞ of the exchange interactions JRR0 by

EðqÞ ¼ 4mB
M

½Jð0Þ � JðqÞ� ; JðqÞ ¼
P
R

J0R exp ðiq � RÞ ; ð2Þ

where q denotes a vector in the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the lattice, mB is the Bohr magneton and M
denotes the local moment magnitude. For cubic systems and for small q-vectors, EðqÞ � Djqj2 with
the spin-wave stiffness constant equal to

D ¼ 2mB
3M

P
R

jRj2 J0R : ð3Þ

The Curie temperature for the EHH can be expressed only approximatively. The simplest estimate is
based on a mean-field approximation (MFA) which leads to

kBT
MFA
C ¼ 2

3 J0 ; J0 ¼
P
R

J0R ; ð4Þ

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, whereas an improved formula for the Curie temperature is pro-
vided by a random-phase approximation (RPA) [8], namely

kBT
RPA
C

� ��1¼ 3
2

1
N

P
q
½Jð0Þ � JðqÞ��1 ; ð5Þ

where N denotes the number of q-vectors used in the BZ-average. It can be shown that TRPA
C is al-

ways smaller than TMFA
C .

A standard ab initio evaluation of the parameters JRR0 relies on the local spin-density approximation
(LSDA) to the electronic structure of a system with a collinear spin structure, on the magnetic force
theorem [7], and on a technique using local orbitals. Within the tight-binding linear muffin-tin orbital
(TB-LMTO) method and the atomic-sphere approximation (ASA) [9, 10], the exchange interactions
can be expressed as [1, 3, 6, 7]

JRR0 ¼ � 1
8pi

ð

C

trL½DRðzÞ g"RR0 ðzÞ DR0 ðzÞ g#R0RðzÞ� dz ; ð6Þ

where trL denotes the trace over the angular momentum index L ¼ ð‘mÞ and energy integration is
performed in the complex energy plane over a closed contour C starting and ending at the Fermi
energy (with the occupied part of the valence band lying inside C). The quantities gsRR0 ðzÞ (s ¼"; #)
denote site-off-diagonal blocks of the so-called auxiliary Green-function matrices with elements
gsRL;R0L0 ðzÞ while DRðzÞ ¼ P"

RðzÞ � P#
RðzÞ are diagonal matrices related to the potential functions Ps

R‘ðzÞ
of the TB-LMTO method.

The results reported here are based on self-consistent LSDA calculations using the all-electron non-
relativistic (scalar-relativistic) TB-LMTO-ASA method [10]. The subsequent calculation of the ex-
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change interactions JRR0 for distances d ¼ jR� R0j up to ten lattice constants requires typically a few
millions of k-points in the full BZ-averages defining the site-off-diagonal blocks gsRR0 ðzÞ in Eq. (6).
More details can be found in Ref. [3].

3. Results
3.1 Transition metals The calculated Heisenberg exchange parameters for the hcp Co with experi-
mental values of the lattice constants a and c are shown in Fig. 1. One can see the dominating ferro-
magnetic interactions for the first nearest-neighbor (1st-nn) shell followed by weaker interactions of
both signs and decreasing magnitudes for bigger distances d ¼ jR� R0j (Fig. 1, left panel). The same
qualitative features were found for the cubic 3d ferromagnets bcc Fe, fcc Co, and fcc Ni [3]. An
analysis of Eq. (6) in the limit of large distances d reveals a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida
(RKKY) asymptotic behavior [3]. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (right panel) which proves undamped
oscillations of the quantity jR� R0j3 JRR0.

The RKKY asymptotic behavior has pronounced influence of other quantities: in weak ferromagnets
like bcc Fe it can give rise to Kohn anomalies in the magnon dispersion law, while in all cases it
causes a rather slow convergence of the real-space sum in Eq. (2) and it leads even to a non-conver-
gent sum for the spin-wave stiffness constant in Eq. (3). The latter fact requires a numerical procedure
to obtain reliable values of D from the calculated exchange interactions [3]. The resulting values of
the spin-wave stiffness constant and of the Curie temperatures for the three cubic ferromagnets are
presented in Table 1 together with corresponding experimental values. One can see that satisfactory
agreement for both D and TC is obtained in the case of Fe and Co, in particular if the RPA value for
TC is taken for the comparison. On the other hand, big discrepancies are encountered for Ni, most
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Fig. 1 Exchange interactions JRR0 for hcp Co as a function of the distance jR� R0j ¼ d without (left
panel) and with (right panel) a prefactor d3. The crosses and squares correspond to sites R, R0 lying in
even and odd (0001) planes, respectively.

Table 1 Calculated spin-wave stiffness constants ðDth) and Curie temperatures (TMFA
C and TRPA

C ) and
their comparison with experimental values Dexp and TC;exp

Metal Dth [meV � �A2
] Dexp½meV � �A2

] TMFA
C [K] TRPA

C [K] TC;exp [K]

Fe bcc 250� 7 280, 330 1414 950� 2 1044–1045
Co fcc 663� 6 580, 510 1645 1311� 4 1388–1398
Ni fcc 756� 29 555, 422 397 350� 2 624–631



probably due to the neglect of Stoner-like excitations in the EHH, Eq. (1), which are certainly of great
importance for this system with a small exchange splitting.

3.2 Diluted magnetic semiconductors Diluted magnetic III–V semiconductors, represented by a
compound (Ga1�xMnx)As with Mn-concentration in the range 0 < x < 0:1, have recently attracted
much interest because of the hole-mediated ferromagnetism [11, 12]. The Curie temperatures higher
than the room temperature are desirable for practical applications, whereas the currently prepared
samples exhibit the TC around 100 K [12]. Since the Mn atoms are in the high-spin state in these
systems, the above described formalism is well suited for reliable quantitative investigations of the
exchange interactions and the Curie temperatures.

However, the (Ga,Mn)As compound is a substitutionally disordered system with Mn atoms substitut-
ing the Ga atoms on the cation sublattice, and the theory has to be modified accordingly. It can be
shown that within the coherent-potential approximation (CPA) to the electronic structure of random
alloys [10], the configurationally averaged exchange interaction between two particular atomic spe-
cies, say two Mn atoms located at the lattice sites R and R0, is given by a formula analogous to
Eq. (6) with the Green-functions gsRR0 ðzÞ replaced by the so-called conditionally averaged Green-func-
tions. The details of the self-consistent TB-LMTO-CPA method were given elsewhere [10], its applica-
tion to the present system employs so-called empty spheres located at interstitial positions of GaAs
semiconductor for matters of space filling.

The exchange interactions between the Mn atoms in the (Ga1�xMnx)As system with x ¼ 0:05 are
shown in Fig. 2 (left panel). The 1st-nn interaction is positive and bigger than the (mostly positive) inter-
actions between more distant Mn atoms. The corresponding Curie temperature in the MFA is around
300 K, i.e., substantially higher than the experimental value. A possible source of this discrepancy can be
found in structural imperfections of the compound which might lead to reduction of the number of holes
in the valence band. Favorite candidates for such lattice defects are As-antisite atoms [11]. The combined
effect of Mn-impurities and As-antisites can be simulated by an alloy (Ga1�x�yMnxAsy)As with y denot-
ing the As-antisite concentration. The dependence of the 1st-nn Mn–Mn interaction on x and y is shown
in Fig. 2 (right panel) [13]. For a fixed Mn-concentration x, the 1st-nn exchange interaction decreaeses
monotonously with increasing content of As-antisites y, ending finally at negative values. This change of
sign nicely correlates with predicted instability of the ferromagnetic state with respect to formation of a
state featured by disordered directions of the Mn-moments [13, 14].
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The resulting MFA-estimates of the Curie temperature are summarized in Fig. 3 [13]. The TC for a
fixed x is monotonously decreasing with increasing As-antisite concentration y, in analogy to the
y-dependence of the 1st-nn Mn–Mn interaction. The TC for a fixed y exhibits a non-monotonous
dependence on the Mn-content x reaching a flat maximum for x > 0:1. The latter behavior results
from an interplay of two effects [13]: (i) an increase of TC with increasing x, which follows from
Eq. (4) generalized to substitutionally disordered systems with non-negligible local moments carried
only by one atomic species (Mn), and (ii) the non-trivial dependence of the 1st-nn Mn–Mn interaction
as a function of ðx; yÞ, see Fig. 2 (right panel).

A detailed comparison of calculated and measured concentration dependences of the Curie tempera-
ture indicates a correlation between the two concentrations x and y in real samples, namely an increase of
the As-antisite concentration with increasing Mn-content [13]. Assuming a linear relation y ¼ kxþ y0
with unknown k and y0, a least-square fit to the experimental Curie temperatures leads to reasonable
semiquantitative reproduction of the measured values (Fig. 3). However, this agreement does not rule out
alternative lattice defects in the system. Their influence on magnetic properties deserves further study.

3.3 Rare-earth metals The rare-earth metals represent another class of systems where the concept of
atomic-like local moments is appropriate. The localized nature of 4f orbitals gives rise to large magnetic
moments which however are coupled by s, p, and d electrons with much lower spin polarization. The
ground-state properties of f -electron systems cannot be satisfactorily described using the LSDA. Here we
treat the metals Gd (hcp structure) and Eu (bcc structure) in a simplified manner, namely with the 4f
states taken as part of the core (with the majority 4f level occupied by 7 electrons and the minority 4f
level empty). The rest of the valence orbitals are included in the standard LSDA. It has been shown
recently that this approach yields reasonable results for the ground state of the hcp Gd [15].

The calculated total energies for the hcp Gd with an experimental value of c=a ¼ 1:597 and for
the bcc Eu as functions of the Wigner–Seitz radius s are shown in Fig. 4. Different spin configura-
tions were considered: the ferromagnetic (FM), the antiferromagnetic (AFM) and the disordered local
moment (DLM) state [5]. The theoretical equilibrium values of s (sGd ¼ 3:712 a:u:, sEu ¼ 4:190 a:u:)
are nearly insensitive to the spin structures and they are only slightly smaller than the experimental
values (sGd ¼ 3:762 a:u:, sEu ¼ 4:263 a:u:). The FM ground state of Gd exhibits a non-negligible en-
ergy separation from the AFM and DLM states in contrast to the bcc Eu, where the FM and DLM
states are nearly degenerate.

The exchange interactions in Gd and Eu, derived for the FM state and the theoretical equilibrium
Wigner–Seitz radius s, are shown in Fig. 5. Their distance-dependence is qualitatively similar to the
hcp Co metal, the magnitudes of the dominating 1st-nn interactions are, however, smaller by a factor
of five, cf. Fig. 1. Moreover, there is a profound difference between the two 4f metals concerning the
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interactions of more distant atoms. In the hcp Gd, they are not strong enough to destroy the FM spin
structure with the Curie temperature TMFA

C ¼ 341K, in good agreement with the measured value
TC;exp ¼ 293K. In the case of bcc Eu, the contribution of more distant sites to the real-space sum in
Eq. (4) is very important and it yields for the quantity J0 ¼ Jð0Þ a negligible resulting value
(J0 ¼ �0:03mRy). Such a situation indicates an instability of the FM state with respect to a more
complicated spin structure. This feature agrees qualitatively with an experimentally observed helical
spin structure, the wave vector of which lies along the G � H direction of the bcc BZ [16, 17].

A more quantitative specification of the non-collinear ground state of bcc Eu can be found on the basis
of the lattice Fourier transform JðqÞ, Eq. (2). The minimum of the EHH, Eq. (1), occurs for a spin spiral
with a wave vector q ¼ Q maximizing the JðqÞ. The calculated dependence of JðqÞ along high-symmetry
lines of the bcc BZ is shown in Fig. 6. A scan over the whole BZ reveals that the absolute maximum of
JðqÞ is obtained at a point inside the G�H line, namely at Q ¼ ð1:685; 0; 0Þ a�1, where a denotes the
bcc lattice constant. The magnitude of Q determines the angle w between magnetic moments in the
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neighboring (100) atomic planes. In the present case, it is equal to w ¼ 48� in surprising agreement with
measured values wexp ¼ 49� [16] and wexp ¼ 47:6� 1:2� [17].

The resulting maximum JðQÞ can be used to get a MFA estimation of the N�el temperature, in
complete analogy to Eq. (4). The value TMFA

N ¼ 147K is higher than the measured TN;exp ¼ 91K. The
RPA estimations of the transition temperatures for both Gd and Eu are left for future studies – one
can expect that the RPA will shift theoretical values closer to experiment.

4. Conclusions The most important feature of the described ab initio approach to exchange interactions
lies in its real-space formulation, which makes it an efficient tool to handle: (i) long-range interactions
encountered in itinerant magnets, and (ii) systems without three-dimensional translational invariance like,
e.g., random alloys and low-dimensional magnets. The inherent limitation to cases with well-developed
local magnetic moments does not seem to be a crucial disadvantage as a number of interesting systems
with real or potential technological importance fall entirely within this class: magnetic transition-metal
surfaces and ultrathin films, Mn-doped semiconductors, f -electron metals and compounds, etc.
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